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Hi Neighbor!
Newsletter for friends and neighbors of the Rock Creek Woods, MD community

New year brings heavy branch-bending snow

A ve inch snowfall occurred on January 3, 2022.
Neighborhood photos at top by Michael Hoyt and
Sophia Hu at bottom right.

Our part in Afghan Resettlement Project
Betsy Binckes reports Cedar Lane Unitarian
Universalist Church working with Lutheran Social
Services has furnished two apartments for the Afghan
Resettlement effort due mainly to the generosity of
RCW neighbors. She says once they met families and
saw their stress, anxiety, and learning trauma they
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wanted to continue to support them in efforts to nd
work and adjust to new living conditions. “This is
extremely rewarding”, she explained, “and we feel very
fortunate to have the privilege to meet these
extraordinary families. Adults are highly educated
children are very bright, full of spirit and energy.”
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Geology underneath Rock Creek Woods
When we think of geology, we tend to envision spectacular settings like the Grand Canyon or the Rocky Mountains or any of
the National Parks in the dry, less-vegetated western US where the rocks and landforms can be seen in their full glory. We
tend to ignore geology in the eastern US, where most of the bedrock is buried under soils, plants, human infrastructure and
urban-suburban sprawl. The complicated and incredibly variable geology of Maryland begins in “deep time” with the
tremendous forces and processes that created, and caused profound landscape changes over hundreds of millions of years.
During this immensely long period the Appalachian belt formed and changed due to continental collisions (ancient North
America collided with ancient Europe and Africa), subsequent continental rifting (oceans opening), 100+ meter sea-level
changes, extremes of climate and relentless erosion from surface processes acting on the original landscapes. The streamincised and highly weathered modern watershed topography around us is much more subdued than its ancient (more
youthful) form. The Rock Creek uvial system is still eroding, ooding and reshaping the topography of the wider area.

A traverse across Maryland from northwest (Garrett County) to southeast (Assateague Island) crosses several
Appalachian physiographic provinces (Plateaus, Valley and Ridge, Blue Ridge and Piedmont) and the Atlantic Coastal
Plain. The Piedmont is bordered on the east by the Fall Line/Zone, a SE-NW trending wedge of sediment eroded off the
Appalachians eastward into the coastal plain. The coastal plain crosses the Western shore (where fossil sharks’ teeth and
scallops can be found), the Chesapeake Bay, Eastern Shore, coastal bays and beaches. All of this represents at least half
a billion years of geologic time. To put this in perspective, the rst humans came to the area about 12,000 years ago,
Maryland was colonized almost 400 years ago and became a state 234 years ago. Mid-century modern Rock Creek
Woods is 63 years old, yet ironically sits above some of the oldest rock in North America.
RCW is at the southeastern edge of the Piedmont lowlands, which are built of Paleozoic (540-252 million years ago)
hard, crystalline igneous and metamorphic rocks including phyllite, schist, gneiss, gabbro, slate and marble. These
original foundation rocks are buried, highly weathered into saprolites (“rotten rock”) and soils and can only be
discerned from geologic maps (see MoCo piece of 1968 Maryland Geological Survey (MGS) map below). While we
might see rock outcrops (exposures) in road cuts (e.g., Sideling Hill in the Valley and Ridge) and streams, portions of
our creek have been engineered and buttressed with “imported” rock, which tells us nothing about our subsurface
geology. We may only encounter weathered remnants of the bedrock when digging in the garden. Small pieces of
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phyllites, sparkly, greenish rocks that weather to brown and ake apart slightly, are commonly found in Rock
Creek Woods. Another common rock mined from the Piedmont is Carderock®, which has built many of our
garden walls and steps is quarried nearby in Bethesda. Tri-State Stone calls it a mica-schist quartzite. In
discussions with them, there was no consensus as to the formation name and age of the rock, but it is likely to fall
into either Boulder Gneiss or Lower Pelitic Schist of the Cambrian Period bedrock types in the area. This
placement indicates ages at the older end of the Cambrian range, or closer to 500 million (give or take a few tens
of millions) years. Slate covering our steps and walkways is also mined from the Pennsylvania Appalachian system.
It is dif cult to put a more de nitive age on these rocks, as previous work was done in the 1950s and 1960s using
out-of-date and imprecise methods. The MGS indicates that improved radioactive decay dating such as 40K-40Ar
(Potassium decaying to Argon gas) or U-Pb (Uranium decaying to Lead) is incomplete.

The Piedmont ends in northwest DC at the Fall Line. If you have ever
walked downhill from a Metro station like Metro Center or Gallery Place
towards Constitution Avenue, you have walked down the Fall Zone, the
slope of sediments eroded from the Piedmont. RCW sits at an elevation
of 96 meters (~315 ft) above sea level. At the National Mall the
elevation is about 10 m, or an approximate 86 m drop. A trip to Great
Falls National Park will give you a great view of what happens when a
major river crosses the Fall Line. You can see some old rocks in summer
when the river is low.

Boulder Gneiss (Formerly mapped as Sykesville and Laurel Formations.) Thickbedded to massive, pebble and boulder bearing, arenaceous to politic metamorphic
rock, typically a medium-grained, garnet-oligoclase-mica-quartz gneiss; locally an
intensely foliated gneiss or schist; apparent thickness 15,000 feet. Shown as medium
green (wbg) on map at left.
Lower Pelitic Schist (Formerly mapped as oligoclase facies of Wissahickon
Formation.) Medium to coarse-grained biotite-oligoclase-muscovite-quartz schist
with garnet, staurolite, and kyanite; ne-to-medium-grained semipelitic schist; and
ne-grained granular to weakly schistose psammitic beds increase upward; apparent
thickness 5,500 feet or more. Shown as brown (wlps) on map at left.

Geologic

units in Montgomery County, Maryland https://mrdata.usgs.gov/geology/state/ ps-unit.php?code=f24031

Check out https://geology.com/rocks/ for rock photos and explanations.
See http://www.mgs.md.gov/geology/index.html for more information on Appalachian provinces, and https://
www.thoughtco.com/geology-of-the-appalachian-mountains-1440772 for the geologic story of the Appalachian region.
For the timing of the events that happened in the Pre-Cambrian-Cambrian Eras that resulted in the Appalachian Mountain
Belt, see https://www.nps.gov/subjects/geology/time-scale.htm. Sideling Hill info can be found at http://www.mgs.md.gov/
geology/geology_tour/sideling_hill.html.
For more on the geologic timescale see the most up to date version at https://www.geosociety.org/documents/gsa/
timescale/timescl.pdf.
Our neighbor, Maggie Toscano, is Coastal and Shallow Marine Scientist with interests in climate adaptation science and
management. She recently observed a twenty-two year anniversary with the Smithsonian Institution.
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Thoughts about living in and enjoying our unique Rock Creek Woods homes
A time has come to pause and re ect on the aspects of residential development design that make our Rock Creek Woods
neighborhood so enjoyable and unique. My wife, Audrey, and I have owned our RCW home since 2013 and have shared it at one
point or another with each of our three daughters. In living here that amount of time and being to some degree sequestered at
home for the past two years, I think I had become a little jaded with our community and its character. Recently that has changed, as
Audrey and I have spent a year sharing the “ rst home” hunting experience of our middle daughter and her ancé. These searches
have taken us through numerous Montgomery County neighborhoods, up county and down. With so many diverse enclaves I have
never seen before, I still marvel at how big this county is. We combed an abundance of “affordable,” “cookie cutter” post midcentury developer communities. where houses dominated by garages, with aligned semihistorical facades sit on attened earth lots.
Throughout this tour one thing was made abundantly clear, this was a reminder of how unique our Rock Creek Woods environment
is. This is no doubt much to the lament of our neighborhood design principal, Charles Goodman. Goodman was quoted as saying,
in the 80’s near the end of his career, “It (home design) has reverted to everything that I detest about domestic architecture,” and
“you would never know I existed.” We hear ya’ Chuck. As design professionals, Audrey and I were mysti ed by the lack of
“commodity” in modern home design options we found available in our own “hunt” eight years ago, especially in such a highly
sophisticated region of the United States. Goodman probably would have felt a little more hopeful if he had spent more time west
of the Mississippi, where the housing inventory is less tied to historical tradition.
A disheartened Goodman is also quoted as saying, “I don’t believe there is much taste in the American psyche,” referring to their
taste for housing and a rejection of the modern house as a “commodity.” Housing developers are by nature very conservative and
unwilling to risk on speculative innovation. An af uent consumer class drove the housing market post mid-century and the value
added was measured in maximum home square footage on minimum lot size, soaring foyers, columned porticos and giant soaker
tubs, to create image. Developers build what they believe people demand, and subsequently people only get what developers
build. Some of that is changing as developers respond to demand for open plans behind their colonial fronts. But the realm of the
modern aesthetic is tied mostly to the multi-story, multi-family housing standard.
However, single-family modern housing in our area often has the impression or reputation of being “custom” or “one-offs.” And to a
considerable extent that’s true. This is the true beauty of a Goodman-designed home and neighborhood. As much as any other
“notable” and proli c architect of the day, Goodman understood the building economy of standardized materials, means and
methods. Sometimes negatively described as “production,” “developer” or “merchant” housing, Rock Creek Woods homes are all of
that and so much more. Goodman took those economies, celebrated them, and crafted a blueprint of three models, Starview,
Woodview, and Brookview that are standardized, yes, built by developers, yes, bottom line driven, yes, but possess most of the
qualities attributed to the best of twentieth century modern home design. In addition, the roughly “square footprint” models cleverly
ex to be organized on our narrow lots, each responding to its own unique topography, set back limits, optimal views to the exterior
and creation of space for “outdoor rooms.” Goodman believed good design consisted of “the whole package” of house and land.
“That provides the good life-and not any of the parts alone.” The value of this limited and timeless way of building is manifest today
in the value of our homes relative to their square foot area. To my daughter’s chagrin, once considered starter homes for young
professionals, the 1959 starting price range of $21,950 to $22,750 for the three models seems a fantasy. I know I am preaching to
the choir here. No one knows more intimately the value of our RCW homes than we do. And it is not the price per square foot. Our
respect for our homes is evident in their sameness. Sameness since 1959 (more or less). We have no restrictive covenants associated
with our historic registration, no architectural design review committees. Yet residents have voluntarily honored the design legacy of
the original vision. It’s hard to imagine the “Mcmansioning” any of these houses. People who visit our neighborhood and our homes
appreciate and respond to their qualities on an intrinsic level, regardless of their understanding of the canons of modern
architecture. Whether they are acquaintances or the pizza delivery guy, we often hear “Cool, I didn’t know anything like this existed.”
Consumers don’t know what they don’t know. I know Audrey and I didn’t when we stumbled on it, and we had lived in Montgomery
County for thirty years. But when we did, we knew it immediately. Like you, our neighbors, we live here intentionally out of
appreciation for a modern aesthetic and what that entails. As modern goes they are not Bauhaus but they are exemplars of
minimalist modern expression. They sit a little quirky on their sites. They are ef ciently constructed with no wasted attic space, but
open plans with minimal bearing walls, deep eaves to protect foundations, no ornamentation, protected entries, and windows,
windows, windows. Houses are alive with light and views to nature. Perspectives from our living spaces connect us to the street and
thus our neighbors and community.
All this to say we really do have special thing going here. And as time goes on RCW becomes even more distinctive, in this area
anyway. We know Charles Goodman existed as there are handful of his other communities in the region. The modern housing
aesthetic he championed is a special one, best appreciated experiencing it. It is just as valid today as ever. A similar Rock Creek
Woods could be delivered by a committed, less risk-averse developer, if one exists. Until that time, we can pause and re ect on our
one-of-kind homes in a one-of-kind community. - Architect Dwight Fincher
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